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Stalked crinoids live as a class at widely different 

latitudes, depths and temperatures, and on all sediment types; 

however they are rare at present in epicontinental areas. being 

confined to the zone of maximum density of sinking dead plankton 

(100 to 600 fathoms) and are not adapted to conditions of rapid 

sedimentation. 	Crinoids disarticulting easily after death, 

well-preserved remains are found only in fine, undisturbed, 

quiet-water deposits. 	It is probable that crinoid colonies 

trapped large amounts of mud in addition to producing their own 

sediment. 

Universal stage examination has siown that the optical 

orientation of crinoid ossicles bears a relation both to ossicle 

synmetry and to the symmetry of the-  whole animal. Aspects of 

skeletal structure and chemistry are reviewed briefly. 

Experiments have indicated that there is an increase 

in density as crinoid debris decomposes, despite accepted beliefs; 

that there is a relationship between the modal sizes of ossicles 

and sand grains in current-deposited crinoidal sandstones, and 

that prolonged working and attrition of crinoidal debris is 

necessary in the production of well-sorted crinoidal limestones, 

by virtue of the variety of shapes that ossicles assume. 

A primarily textural petrographic classification of 

crinoidal limestones, based on recent American research 

subsequently elaborated during this study, enables their division 

into three types which can be related to depositional environ- 

ment and palaeoecology. 	Crinoidal mudstones, which are 

Use other side if necessary. 
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fossiliferous muds with common accessory clay, pyrite, carbon 

and occasional glauconite are characterised by less than 40% 

fossil material, which is poorly sorted and unabraded. -,-;nd 

frequent depositional fabric, appear to have been formed in 

shallow, warm, well-aerated calm waters populated by crinoids, 

algae, worms, ostracods, molluscs and brachiopods. 	The muddy 

crinoidal limestones, with more than 40% fossil material, are 

little-disturbed deposits of deeper, open waters with constant, 

but generally gentle oceanic currents, where the fauna comprised 

chiefly crinoids. 	The sparry crinoidal limestones are the 

products of turbulent, probably shallow, water, and Ave 

clean-washed with varying degrees of sorting and abrasion, 

frequently containing cross-bedding and reworked fragments of 

quiet-water limestones. 





Frontispiece 	Muddy crinolcial limestone. 	Carboniferous 
Limestone, Monyash, Derbyshire. 	x 14. 
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1. 

INTRODUCTION 

Crinoidal limestones are oharactristic of marine epi-

continental shelf successions of Lower Palaeozoic Lo !eeozoic 

age. 	Chiefly develoj.ed in the lower Carboniferous system, 

crinoidol limestones are also known in Silurian. Devonian, 

Upper Cirboniferous and. Jurassic rocks. 	Studies by various 

people show tiat depositional environment was varied; at one 

extreme are poorly-sorted, argillaceous, quiet-wat.r sediments 

(Troell, 1952; Lucia, 1962; Middleton, 1963), and at the 

other are well-sorted, clean-washed sediments with sparry 

calcite cement (Lowenstam, 1948) showing cross-bedding (Laudon, 

1957; Caldwell & Charlesworth, 1962), torrential bedding, 

lensing, and scour-and-fill structures attributable to tidal 

rip-currents (Middleton, 1963). 

The aim of the present work is to attempt to reconstruct 

some aspects of the depositiorial environment of crinoida]. 

limestones. A large 1,vrt of any such study obviously involves 

full consideration of the principal organic component from 

several points of view. This thesis begins with a review 

of the ecology of recent crinoids and its bearing on crinoid 

palceoecology, and continues with observations on the chemical 

and crystallographic features of the fossilleable material. 

The role of crinoid remains as potential constituents of 

sediments is then dealt with, this leading on naturally to a 

study of the limestones themselves. 
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For the purposes of this study, crinoidal lime ones 

are defined as biostromal (Cuinlngs, 1932) calcareous 

sediments in which the principal fossils or fossil frag-

ments are crinoidal; marginal types such as crinoidal 

sandstones and crinoidal shales are considered, but rocks 

containing frame-building organisms are excluded. 

ECOLOGY AND PALAEOECOLOGY OF CRINOIDS 

"A careful search of the literature on North American 

fossil Crinoidea for paleoecologic'•1 data reveals a sLartling 

minimum of recorded observations . . . With a few 

exceptions, work on the paleoecology of crinoids is of 

little consequence. For the main part it is limited 

to brief observations on the kind of burial medium." 

(Laudon, 1957). This statement might be extended to all 

literature on crinoids, fossil and recent, both in and out 

of North America. 

Distribution 

Present day stell:ed crinoids oceLr ;etteen latleudes 

680  N and 460  S (Go1drin, 1923). 	seing exclusively marine 

there is little reason to doubt that extinct ones were 

otherwise (Shrock & Twenhofe]., 193). 	Both fossil and 

living crinoids often occur locally as very dense colonies, 
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so-called "gardens" (Goidring, 1923; Laudon, 1957). 

Although genera and species may have narrow temperature 

ranges, crinoids as a cltss are found in warm tropical 

waters and in arctic or abyssal waters below 00  C. 

Stalked crinoids have been recorded at all depths from 

low tide level to 59000 fathoms (Banerjee, 1959)9  but they 

are mostly confined between 100 and 2,750 fathoms (Hyman, 

1c55). Of the 112 recorded occurrences of orinoid species 

mentioned in the Challenger Report (1884) 48.2 occurred 

in the first 250 fathoms and 87.5. in the first 750 fathoms, 

the remaining 12.5 lying between 750 and 2,500 fathoms. 

No stalked crinoids were recorded in the first fifty fathoms 

but thea1lenr voyage was in the main a deep-seti 

expedition. 

Although predominantly dep-sea animals at the present 

day, stalked crinoids were not always confined to the 

depths of the oceans. Lowenstam (1957) records crinoids 

as important menthre of the semi-rough and rough water 

zones of :ign (Silurian) reefs, and the associated 

benthos fauna of Carboniferous and Jurassic crinoidal lime-

stones clearly indicates their shallow water origin. 

This ecological niche is now filled by the free-swimming 

crinoLds which arose in Mesozoic times, so stalked crinoide 

may have retreated into deeper water because of competition 

from their wistalked relatives. 
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Feeding Habits and their Sinifieance 

Since crinoids are exclusively filter-feeders, they 

need an abundance of suspended food materiel (Clark, 1957). 

They are omnivorous, eating both live microplankton 

swimming against the pinnules and dead microlankton 

falling on to them (Clark, 1908; Bruun, 1.957). 	Gial4n 

(1924) records algal spores, diatoms, radiolarians, uni-

cellulir and filamentous algae, foraminifers, copepods, 

crab larvae etc., both alive and dead, in the stomachs of 

dissected crinoids. Food particles, trspped in mucus 

secreted by the pinnules, are jerked into the ambulacral 

grooves which open solely for feeding. There food 

receives a further admixture of mucus and is transported 

by ciliary action to the mouth (Yongo, 1.928). 

Dimor1hism in Antedon bifida, a comatulid, is well 

known, mature animals increasing with deth to twice tie 

surñice size at 100 fathoms, after which they are of 

constant size (Clark, 1908 a & b). 	The possibility 

that growth is stimulated by cold is countered by the fact 

that mature individuals taken from the same depth but at 

different temperatures are of the same size, whereas 

those taken from different depths but at the same temper- 

ature are of different sizes. 	Clark, related this pheno- 

menon to the concentration of sinking dead plankton, known 

to reach a maximum at 1.00 fathoms. Below 600 fathoms 

most orinoids tend to be smaller in size and numbers due 
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to the onset of decomposition of the plankton rain at this 

level. Thus the comatulid Bathymetra and the stalked 

crinoids 1yocrinus and Bathycrinus recorded at 29000 

fathorris are very small, the last, 1j. poculum, being only 

eight millimetres long (Clark, 1908 b). ?entacrinids 

are rare In the first 100 fathoms and comparatively small 

and few below 600 fathoms; being large bulky animals 

requiring a considerable supply of food, they obtain 

aufficienu nourishment only in the 1O to 600 fathom 

range. Then pentacrinids do not follow the usual pattern 

of depth distribution, there is always some unusually rich 

cupl: of food. In certain Japanese and West Indian 

waters they occur within twenty fathoms of the surface, 

due to abundant fresh water from mountain torrents which 

spreads out on the sea surface and kills le re amounts of 

surface-dwelling plankton which then sink to nourish the 

bottom fauna. In the Grand anka area there exists a 

fauna of unusually large crinoids, the cold Labrador 

Current killing much of the rich plunktonic population 

of the North Atlantic Drift which it joins. Thus the 

virtual absence of stalked crinoids from modern epi-

continental seas may be due to lack of food. 
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Sedirnentological Control of Dietribution 

In areas of rapid sedimentation, bottom faunas are 

generally dense and comprise chifly deposit feeders, with 

subordinate filter feeders and carnivores; in areas of slow 

sedimentation where there is little suspended organic 

matter faunas are sparse and consist mostly of deposit 

feeders, but when suspended organic matter is abundant, 

filter feeders, parti3ulariy crinoids, are dominant 

(Sokolova, 1959). 

Of 62 crinoid-bearing localities mentioned in the 

Challenger Report, forty of the bottoms were muddy, 

twelve hard or rocky, and ten abelly or sandy. Of the 

muddy bottoms seventeen were blue mud, thirteen organic 

oozes (chiefly globigerina ooze, some pteropod ooze, and 

very occasional diatom ooze in high latitudes) and ten 

miscellaneous muds and oozes including volcanic riud. 

Calcium carbonate content recorded for fourteen of the 

muds ranged from 3.01,Z' to 89.5%. Marr (1963) showed that 

comatulida of the .Ant;rct1c Shelf are not particularly 

selective of substrate, although a few tend to occur 

more frouently on muddy bottoms. Stalked crinoids are 

often dredged up from muddy bottoms (Hyman, 1955) but the 

very widespread occurrence of mud on the sea floor 

explains this; like their comatulid relatives they are 

probably unselecive, being overned not by the grain 

size or composition of the sediment, but by the rate of 
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sedimentation, since sediment-laden water interferes 

with their feeding habits with fatal results. 

Syne coloy 

One of the major difficulties in reconstructing 

palaeoeoology, recognised by George (1958), is the activity 

of bottom dwellers. Sediments are macerated and pelleted 

by scavenging worms, crustaceans, echinoids and holo-

thurians in search of food (Moret, 1940; Twcnhofel, 1942; 

Dapples, 1942), especially in areas of calm water or slow 

sedimentation (Emery, 1953). Crinoid remains, as noted 

by Laudon (1957) are particularly susceptible to such 

interference because of the ease with which they disarticulate 

after death. Large numbers of organisms are not necessary 

for extensive working of sediments and organic remains; 

Yoldia limatula, a marine pelecypod (Rhoads, 1963) 

representiig only a small part of a bottom fauna, is 

probably capable of completely reworking the annual sediment 

deposited, so that some faunas could quite easily rework 

their enclosing sediment many times over. Even in the 

deper parts of the ocean such activity occurs; Bramletto 

& Bradley (1940) record the working of originally thin 

and sharply defined laminae of volcanic shards on the 

bed of the North Atlantic into a diffuse arrangement by 

unidentified burrowers, and large numbers of holothurians 

were recorded from deep waters during the Challenger 
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Expedition. However, if sedimentation is sufficiently rapid, 

original structures such as lamine may be preserved even 

although there is a burrowing fauna present (Da.p1es, 1942). 

Well-preserved orinoid remains generally occur in 

fine-grained rocks such as shales, clays and. marls (Wachsmuth 

& Springer, 1897; Laudon, 1933, 19390  1957; Laudon & I3owsher, 

1941; Lowenstarn, 1948; Lawson, 1949). In the Hampton 

(Kinderhookian) Formation, (Laudon & Deane, 1937; Laudon, 

1957), orinoide appear to have grown in relatively quiet 

water on a soft muddy bottom, indicated by finely laminated 

dolomitic limestone and lack of stem orientation. A 

similar occurrence is recorded by Wachemuth & Springer 

(1897). 

Viithln two days of death, specimens of Antedon bifida 

in completely static water were found to have collapsed 

into a mass of arm and cirrus fragments, even under 

anaerobic conditions. Almost perfectly preserved specimens 

of Antedon and Saccocoma in the Solnhofen Limestone, Bavaria, 

would therefore imply rapid burial immediately after death. 

Although some workers have suggested that well-preserved 

crthoid remains are due to a sudden increase in the rate 

of deposition of mud, so overwhelming and rabidly 

burying the animals (Cumings, 1932; Laudon, 1933) 9  

possibii during a temporary period of still water 

(Lowenstam, 1948) 9  it is more likely that upon death the 
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the animals merely sank into a layer of very soft semi-

liquid mud free from scavengers. 

Bottom currents and other conditions may be much 

altered by benthic communities, with the production of 

sediment types otherwise unobtainable. Because of their 

mucilaginous surfaces and extremely rapid growth rate, 

filamentous oyanopbytes form tough elastic mats capable 

of trajping and binding large quantities of sediment, so 

rendering it immune to reworking (Ginsburg & Lowenstam, 

1958). Due to variable proportions of sediment, organic-

rich und organic-poor laminae can be prodeced (Black, 1933; 

Ginsburg, in Rezak, 1957). Erect organisms such as 

TIia1asia testudinum in shallow marine environments and 

Pea-,=a arenaria in subaerial dune conditions are efficient 

sediment stabilisers, grains trapped in the dense root 

mat being protected from further transport. Calcareous 

algae, in addition to being sediment stabilisers, are 

according to Cloud (1952) indicative of depths not ex-

ceeding fifty tathDms, and 1robab1y less than half that 

depth. Dense crinoid colonies, as well as producing their 

own sediment, would form very efficient baffles, so that 

even In shallow turbulent waters much fine sediment 

might be precipitated when normally it would have to travel 

first to deeper quieter conditions. 	Like Ager (1963) 

the present writer has misgivings about the explanations 

offered by Stoekdale (1931); were fine sediment to be 
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excluded from crinoid. "gardens" by virtue of their baffle 

action, so would fine suspended organic matter and the 

colony could not survive. Further prociltation might 

occur in crinold colonies by the presence of mucilaginous 

epizoal algae, and by sediment taken in along with plank-

tonic food, to be rejected in an agglutinated form either 

before ingestion or as faecal pellets. 

SKELETAL CHEMISTRY AND CRYSTALLOGRAPHY 

Crinoids, in common with other echinoderms, have 

calcite endoskeletons comprising a large number of 

discrete wilts or ossieles articulated by intervening 

thin layers of tissue. Each ossicle is ienetrated by a 

system of microscopic canals, occu led. during life by 

tissue known as sereot].asm, and accounting for more 

than half the total volume. 

Although most crinoid ossicles are single calcite 

crystals, some examined during this study (.a. those 
of Dicromyocrinus) consist of a mosaic of small anhedral 

crystals, often showing wavy extinction (Plate la); the 

.reservation of microstructure In such cases excludes 

the possibility of post-depositional recrystallisatlon. 

Precipitation of calcite cement in the vacant stereo-

plasmic reticulum is generally in optical continuity 
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(After Nicol, 1960.) 



Figure 1. 

Temperature variation of skeletal magnesium 

in modern crinoids. 

Skeletal composition of Actinomotra ep., a 

modern coma tullc3. crinoid. 



Plate 1 

Tangential section of radial of Dicromyocrinus 

geminatu (Trautsehold). Charlestown Main 

Limestone, Lower Limestone Group, Roscobie, 

Fife. 	Crossed nicole. 

Portion of ossiole showing polycrystalline 
nature and wavy extinction In individual 
crystals. 	x 30. 

Detail sawing secondary calcite infilling 
of stereolaamic reticulum in extinction 
while stereomic calcite is out of extinction. 
X 150. 
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with the biological material, but occasionally it may 

assume a different orientation (Plate ib) which appears 

to coincide sometimes with the (0112) twin; this however 

is difficult to determine. 

Most marine lfllT:rtebrates with calcite skeletons 

have a magnesium content directly proportional to the 

temperature of the sea (Clarke & Wheeler, 1922; Chave, 

1954; ilicol, 1960; Pilkoy & ower, 1960) and crinoids 

are no.excetion to this rule (Fig. la). 	However crinoid 

ossicles are not much use in palaeotempersture determination 

since the high-magnesi:n calcite of which they are corn-

posed is unstable and inverts rapidly to low-magiesian 

calcite. 	In addition to magnesian calcite, small amounts 

of silica, alumina, erric oxide and phosphate are present; 

organic material, chiefly proteinaceous, occurs (Fig. ib) 

and may be in the form of collagen-ty;e fibrils (Nicols, 

1960). 

Although some original work has been done on echinoid 

crystallography (Raup, 1959, 1960), little is known about 

the detailed crystallography of crinoids. This may b 

due to the small amount of good fossil material and to the 

necessarily destructive nature of examination techniques, 

factorwhic considerably limited the present author. 

The most important work on enfold crystallography, that 

of irchner (1929)9  deals solely with recent material, 

Antedon, Actinometra, Isocninus and 'Tetacrinus. 
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Material examined in this study was entirely fossil, 

being chiefly lengths of crinoid stem from which universal 

stage seeions were cut normal to or at a determined high 

angle to the stem axis. 	The optic axis direction of 

ouch columnal was determined and plotted stereorphic- 

ally (Fig. 2). 	From three calyces (those of Aior1nus, 

Bollandocrinus and uyocrjnus) axial sections were cut 

and slow-ray extinctdon directions measured (Fig. 5: a, 

b, d); this examinLition was necessarily cursory, there 

being much work to be done on the crystallographic orient-

ation of crinoid calyx ossicies. 

The crinoid stem consists typically of a large 

number of circular or LentvEonal ossicles, or columnale. 

Colurnnala are generally discoidal but can be elongated 

vertically to form cTlinders (as In the larva], stem of 

AnLedon, Fig. 5) which may be constricted to give an 

hour-glass oetlina' In axial see;ion. 	The lumen or axial 

canal of the sei, circular, penLagonal or cinouefoll in 

secion, curries tough proteinaceous fibres which greatly 

increase the teaIle strength beyond that obtaining from 

the simple arLictzlation of columnals by thin intervening 

layers of tissue. 	Modification of the articulatiug 

surfaces of the columnaas, in the form of crenellas, 

prevents rotation or lateral slipping of ossicles relative 

to one another. 	Crexiellae vary in form (Fig. 6b) from 

simple radiating grooves to systems of dovetailing 



Figure 2. 

8tcroogrtohic projction of the optic xe.:; of 42 

colurnrials of Apipprinus, ot€rioerinite3, and 

Thoiocrinu. 





Figure 3. 

Aniocrinus prkinsoni Schiotheim, Bradford Clay, 

Creat Oolite Series, Wiltshire: axial section of 

calyx. 

Bollandocrinus conicus (Phillips), Carboniferous 

Limesone, Coplow, Lancashire: axi.il  cecion of 

calyx. 

C. PoteriocrInites crassus Millor, locality unknown: 

axial section of stem, showing emplacement of 

cirri. 

d. Suryocrinus concavus Phillips, Carboniferous Limo-

stoo, Clitheroe, Lancashire: axial section of 

calyx. 

Abbreviations: B, BB - basal, basals; lB - ii'ifrabasal; 
R - radial. 	Ma nification Ca. x 2. 	The trce of 
1t:ines hkiO represents the siw ray vioraion direcion 

determined with a gypsum plate. 
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Figure 4. 

a, Stylised representation of columnal crenellae, 

before (1) and after (ii) flexure of he stem. 

b. Various types of crenellae In unidentified 

Carboniferous erinDid stems. 
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Figure 5. 

Embryology of Antedon: 41 days old. (a), 

12 days old (b), and shortly before 

maturity (c) 

Abbreviations: 13 - bac1; 3r, V - brachial; C - 
centrodoral plate; Ci - cirrus ossicies; E - 
ermina1 "claw's  of cirrus; F - hoidfast; 0 oral; 

R - radial; Sb - infrabasal; St - colwnna1 

Optic axes are indicated by solid black brs. 



Figure 6. 

ActinortrL sp. 	t. Cirrus, showing termini1 uclawu 

ossicie in different optic 

orientation to other ossic1es 

Radials 

Brechials 

Axial section through the calyx of Antedon. 

Ossicles of Isocrinus: radial (a), brachial (b), 

different views of a basal (c, d, e). 

Abbreviations: C - centrodorsal plate; R - radial; 
S - syzygies. 

Optic axes are indicated by solid bleck brs. 
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chevrons (Fig. 4a, 1) they contribute to the tensile 

strength of the stem and impose a limit on the amount of 

flexure which can be caused by currents (Fig. 4a, ii). 

The c - axis of coluxnnal calcite tends to be parallel to 

the stem axis (Figs. 2, 30, 5), sterns being length-slow 

with straight extinction in thin section. The reason 

for this preferred orientation would not a1pear to be 

connected with light sensitivity since most of the light, 

particuiarly in a dense crinoid colony, falls on the 

arms and calyx. It may reflect a mechanical reason, 

however, ensuring that nowhere do cleavage 11aiies lie 

parallel to the peripheral surface (Raup, 1959); a colum.rial 

pinched between its neighbours by over-flexing of the stem 

would thus tend to flake away at the edges in this orientation 

rather than break into large fragments. 

The structure, organisation and orientation of cirrus 

ossicles with respect to the cirrus axis is identical to 

that of the stern; h'wever cirrus ossicles may exhibit a 

lower degree of external symmetry than columnals, and the 

terminal "claw" oseicle may have a different orientation 

to the rest of the cirrus (Kirchner, 1929), (Figs. 5, 6a). 

Optic orientation of the calyx and arm ossicles is 

considerably more com1 licated and insufficient work renders 

difficult the drawing of conclusions. The work of Kirchner 

(. cit.) would suggest thtt in brachials, c - axes are 

arranged along the arm axis (Pigs. 5a, 6: c, e(b)). 
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In the embryonic Antedon basal and infrabasal calyx plates 

have optic axis normal to the surface (Fig. 5: a, b) but 

later migrate aborully, fusing into a centrodorsal plate 

in the some orientation as the atem (Figs. 5c, 6d). 	In 

Apiocrinus a progressive inward tilt of c - axes occurs, 

the basal axes subtending a small angle with the axis of 

the crinoid but the tertir.dial axes being almost normal 

to it (Fig. 4a); in Bollandocrinus the C - axes lie sub-

parallel to the calyx surface (Fig. 4b), and in SuryocrInus 

there is a similar puttern t  though somewhat masked by 

random scatter (Fig. 4d). 	Sufficient data does not yet 

exist for comparisons to be made with the work of Rauç 

(19599  1960). 

In all cases, however, the orientation of c - axes 

reflects both the symmetry of the crinoid as a. whole, and 

he symmetry of individual osiclea. 

HYDRODYNAMICS OF CRINOID 0881 CLS 

Although composed of calcite (density 2.7), echinoderm 

ossicles are very light (density ca. 1.5) due to the system 

of microscoic canals which j.enetrates them. 	In cea water 

they have an effective density often less than 0.5, and so 

possess unique hydrodynamic properties. As pointed out 

by Ager (1963) this Thot has been ne'lected by many 
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Figure 7. 

Variation of eecif1c gravity of Antedon 

bifida remains during decomposition. 



Table t. 	Variation in specific gravity during 

lysis of Artedon bifida. 

Results are shown graphically 

in Fig. 	. 



Tim Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 
(days) (anaerobic) (aerobic) (anaerobic) (aerobic) 

0 1.199 1.198 1.198 

1 1.192 1.266 1.214 1.225 

2 1.274 1.300 1.277 1.292 

3 1.327 1.367 1,263 1.372 

4 - - 
5 - 1.493 

6 1.398 1.500 1.352 1.431 

7 - 1.400 1.493 

8 1.476 1.510 

9 1.486 - 1,495 1.472 

10 - 1.500 1.475 

11 1.455 - - 
12 - 1,477 1.435 

15 1.396 1.388 - - 
14 - - 
15 1.329 1,300 1.315 

16 1.340 - 
17 - - 
18 i.3? 1.300 1.353 1.336 

19 - - - 
20 1.380 1.350 1.357 1.330 
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geologias although recorded by Sorby in 1908. 

Density of Decomposing Crinoid )ebris 

It has been suggested (MUller, 1953; Marcher, 1962; 

3chwvrzacher, 1963) that due to gases generated during 

decomposition, crinoid remains might have under.one trans-

port by flotation. Although the chief gaseous products 

of animal decomposition are readily soluble in water and 

would be expected to diffus away rapidly from their 

source, the lysis of a modern crinoid has been investigated 

in detail to find, out what actually happen. 

Twelve specimens of Anteaqn bifida were killed by 

slow heating to 350  C., rapid heating cucing violent 

movement with extensive damage to the arms. They were 

then left in a covered jar of sea water so that anaerobic 

decomposition under stagnant conditions might proceed. 

Vry two to three days, the apecific gravity of a small 

otiofl of the crinoid remains was determined by placing 

It In a mixture of bromoform and xylene, the composition 

of which was varied util the sample remained suspended. 

The specific gravity of the mixture was then measured 

using a density bottle. The experiment was repeated 

under agitated aerobic conditions. 3oth experiments 

were performed twice, results being recorded In Table 1 

and shown graphically in Fig. 7. 
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During both aerobic and anaerobic decomposition, 

specific gravity increased from the value during life, 1.29  

to a maximum of 1.5 at the end of a week or ten days, when 

investing tissue had decomposed but Ftereoplasm and connect-

ing tissue between ossicles persisted. By the end of a 

similar period, when nearly all the organic matter had 

decomposed, specific gravity had fallen to its final value 

of 1.35. 	Taking the specific gravity of sea water as 1.02, 

this means that there was an increase in effective density 

during the first week to about 2.5 times its value in life 

of 0.175, followed by a decrease to about 1.5 times its 

original value. Then Antedon decomposed aerobically, the 

only odour was that of stale fish, but under anaero:ic 

conditions a great deal of hydrogen sulphide and some free 

sulphur were evident; at no time however did gaseous 

:roducts of decomposition ajpear as bubbles. 

Due to the removal of investing tissue during the 

first stage of decomposition, there will be a smell loss in 

weight and a relatively large loss in volume owing to the 

low density of erinid tissue, 1.14; the net result will be 

an increase in specific gravity. 	Once the stereolasrn ha,  

been replaced by sea water (density 1.02) specific gravity 

will dcrease to an Intermediate vale. 

There is thus no evidence to sug:eat that crinoid 

debris 'night boc'rne temporarily buoysnt through the product- 
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Figure 8. 

Current velocity required to move various grades 

and types of detrital prticie. 

Detrital ouartz, 

Crinoid (Antedon bifid) ossicles. 

Eaujdimcn;:ional shell debris (crushed 

Cardiuin valvcs). 

1. Platy shell debris (crushed Ostrea valve). 



Table 2 • 	Current velocity (cm./sec.) required to 

move different sizes and types of 

sedimentary particle. 

Each determination was repeated until a 

value (recorded here) was recorded three 

times in sequence. The smaller value of 

each pair is the velocity at which 

favoured grains first move, the larger 

value the velocity at which general 

movement takes place. Data is recorded 

graphically in Fig. 8. 



19.00 29.75 29.00 27.50 

12.00 22.00 20.00 13.75 

14.25 23.50 23.75 21.75 

8.50 16.75 15.50 10.50 

12.25 19.00 17.00 18.75 

9.50 14.0 13.50 9.80 

10.75 18.25 16.50 14.25 

8.00 12.75 12.50 8.75 

- 15.25 14.50 12.00 

10.75 9.50 6.50 

1/2 

1/4 

1/8 

1/16 

Grain 	Crinoic]. 	Detrital 	Eciuldim. 	Platy 
size (nun.) oseicles 	quartz 	carbonate carbonate 

4 

	

25.50 	 - 

	

19.00 	- 	 - 

21.00 

15.00 

1 

1/32 
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ion of gas; rather does density increase. 

rinoid Ossicies as Sedimentary Particles 

Using a flume tank, current velocities required to move 

different sizes and types ofpparticle over bottoms of the 

same miteril were measured. Work was concerned primarily 

with enfold, debris (bleached Antedon and pentacrinid debris) 

and detrital quartz, but results from equidimensionil and 

platy carbonate debris (crushed Cardium and Ostrea valves 

respectively) are included for reference. Material, separated 

by sieving into the Wentworth (1922) lnervals, ranged from 

0.03 mm. to 4.0 mm. diameter. For each sample two measure-

ments wore made, the former being the current velocity at 

which grais favoured by unstable equilibrium or height above 

their neighbours were first seen to move; the latter is the 

the velocity at which any one grain was observd to move after 

a reasonable period of time. Each measurement was repeated 

until a current velocity, constant to one centimetre per 

second, was obtained on three consecutive occasions. Results 

are recorded in Table 2 and shown graphically in Fig. 8, the 

interval between initial and general movement being represent-

ed by a shaded zone. 

From such information it might be expected that one 

could predict, for a current-deposited sediment containing 

more than one tye of elast, that the size of one type should 

bear a definite relationship to the size of another type, and 
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Figure 9. 

Size/Frequency analyses of five crinoiclal 

sandstones. 

Upper Kinninny Limestone, Lower Limestone 
Group, Bleach Works, Kirkcaldy, Fife. 

Chapel Point Limestone, Lower Limestone 
Group, Dunbar, East Lothian. 

Upper Kinninny Limestone, same locality as 
specimen 1. 

Calmy Limestone, Upper Limestone Group, 
Joppa, Edinburgh. 

Dryburn Foot Limestone, Lower Limestone 
Group, Dunbar, East Lothian. 

Quartz sand 

Crinoid ossicles 



Table 3. 	Size/Frequency analyses of five 

crinoidal sandstones. 

Upper ICinninny Limestone, Lower Limestone 
Group, Bleach Works, Kirkcaldy, Fife. 

chapel Point Limestone, Lower Limestone 
Group, Dunbar, East Lothian, 

Upper Kinninny Limestone, same locality as 
specimen 1. 

Ca].niy Limestone, Upper Limestone Group, 
Joppa, Edinburgh. 

Dryburn Foot Limestone, Lower Limestone 
Group, Dunbar, East Lothian. 

a. 	Quartz sand 
b 	Crinoid. ossicles 

1. 	weight (ms,) of quartz sand in each size 
grade (a); total number of ossicles 
recorded in each size grade (b). 
Percentage in each size grade. 
Cumulative percentage. 

Data is recorded graphically in Fig. 9. 
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3.5 C, 	7 C, 

13.2 8.6 10.9 

96.9 63.2 74.1 

39.3 25.6 99.7 

0.5 0.3 100.0 

153.4 100.0 

2 

I ii III 

2.0 1.0 1.0 

6.5 3.3 4.3 

127.9 65.2 69.5 

58.9 30.0 99.5 

1.0 0.5. 100.0 

196.3 100.0 

5.0 3.0 3.0 

13.2 7.9 10.9 

10.9 63.4 74.3 

42.9 25.7 100.0 

167.0 100.0 

Ar 0.3 0.3 

3.1 2,0 2.6 

145.1 93.3 95.6 

6.7 4.3 99.9 

0.2 0.1 100.0 

155.6 100.0 

0.1 0.:1. 0.1 

0.6 0.6 0.7 

32.9 30.9 31.6 

71.2 66.8 98.4 

1.7 1.6 100.0 

106.5 100.0 

a 

i/ic 

1/8 

1/4 

1/2 

1 

2 

4 

8 

16 

1. ii iii 

12 2.0 2.0 

42 7.0 9.0 

265 44.1 53.1 

206 34.3 87.4 

54 9.1 96.5 

21 3.5 100.0 

I Ii iii 1. II iii 

86 8.6 8.6 - - - 
313 31.3 39.9 28 2.8 2.8 

400 40.9 80.8 165 16.5 19.3 

172 17.2 98.0 392 39.2 58.5 

20 2.0 100.0 295 29.5 88.0 - - 93 9.3 97.3 - - - 20 2.0 99.3 

7 0.7 100.0 

13 1.3 1.3 

102 10.2 11.5 

339 33.9 45.4 

428 42.8 88.2 

98 9.8 98.0 

20 2.0 100.0 

1 II iii 

10 1.0 1.0 

119 11.9 12.9 

381 38.1 51.0 

367 36.7 87.7 

113 11.3 99.0 

10 1.0 100.0 

600 100.0 
	 1000 100.0 	 1000 100.0 

	 1000 100.0 
	 1.000 3.00.0 
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Figure 10. 

Modal sizes of crinoid ossicles and quartz 

send from five crinoidnl sandstones (Fig. 9) 

fitted to the experimental results of Fl,, 

8a&b. 
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th.t this rel tionship shold roPi ct the,  erury level 

durinç •.Icpositin. 	For five crinoidal sandstones, the size- 

frenuency distributions of ossicles and qwirtz grains were 

determined (Table 3, Figs. , 1), the former by meosuremeut 

of individual ossicles on a cut surftce, thV  latr by siev- 

ing md eig ing. 	:odal va1ucs are plotted in Fl . 10 0  

being fitted to the experimentally determined grain-size/ 

currsnt velocity,  curves (Fig. 8, j.. 17) and bearing out this 

prediction; it is estimated that current velocities during 

depos1lon of the crinoidal sandstoLes considered lay between 

10 cm. and 	cm. L.(,,,r sc:coid - i.e. around a third of ti knot. 

In the course of hydrodynmic oxperimens it Was felt tht't 

an attempt to reconstruct conditions of crinoidal lim;stons 

deposiiori might JVrovide useful informaion, so the 

heh1Vviour of ouuntities of unorted crinold ossiclos, 

'ith irJ i out curbonate mud, wis studied under flume tan.. 

conditions. 

en a homogeneous mlxure of carbonte mud anrJ 

subordinate crinoid ossicles wao subjocted to suffici tl V 

high current velocities, mud wa WifliiOWd from  

surface and an ossicle-rien layer formed. Altb 	: 

finer crinoid material was moied to Vositiolls of lower 

ener y such as depressiJfls in the 	 surface as might 

have been produced by crawling bot tom_dwellcrs, or the lee 

side of lnrFer osicn;s, thcru was lit do woiiii of criioid 
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debris. The ossicle-rici laminae occurring in some muddy 

crinoidal liiicstones may therefore represent lag-&osits 

reflecting temporary periods of increased current activity, 

but could also be due to a reduced rate of depositiun of mud 

or an increase in density of the crinod population. 

Subsequent reworking by a burrowing fauna might easily 

obiierate such structures and produce a homogeneous blo-

micrite (see p. 32) once more. 

When a heap of unsorted mud-free ossicles was exposed 

to current velocities competent to disturb it, the heap 

moved downstream en musse with no noticeable sorting or 

w1nnoring, and ossiclus trsported away were of all shakes 

and sizes. 	Deposition of ossicles in areas or lower energy 

apeared O ec governed by shape as much as by size, an 

observation which might have been predicted from the very 

low effective densit; and extreme variety of shape of crinoi 

ossicles. 	Thus small c;lindrical ossicles were depoeited 

apart from discoidal notched arm ossicles of the same size. 

Although initial accumula ions of enfold ossicles tended to 

be very well sorted, intervening spaces were aoon infiltra ed 

by finer debris, a small due sta tin:: to build up. 	A size- 

frequency analysis of transported and untrsxiaported muerial 

showed 	sorting duing transport was neii;ibe, end that 

only a small amount of finer materi:.l ,,ras winnowed away. 
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This would imply that prolonged working of crinoidal 

debris is necessary to produce well-sorted clean-washed 

crinoi&l limestones,, during which time attrition would 

effeCL a considerable reduction in te amount of grain-shape 

variation. 

PETROGRAPHY OF CRINOIDAL LIMEST0iS 

Accessory Mineralogy 

The colour of crinoidal limestones is very variable, 

black, brown, grey, white, buff, pink, purple and red being 

common; in all cases it is governed by accessory mineralogy, 

a conclusion which, though not reached by Phemister (1956)9  

is support -d by hiL observations. 	Since the formation of 

many authigenic accessory minerals requires rather special 

conditions, it is possible that consideration of accessory 

mineralogy may contribute to palaeoecological reconstructions. 

Black, grey and white limestones are characterised by 

variable amounts of pyrite and carbonaceous ma tter, the 

former occurring as dusty haloes and clouds In and around 

crinoid ossicles, the latter as black to translucent dark 

brown shreds and flakes throughout the rock. Brown lime-

stones are similar, but owe their colour to bituminous 

staining. Glauconite is an occasional accessory in this 

colour-group. 
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In buff and pink limestones, pyrite and carbonaceous 

matter are less abundant, and limonite or occasionally haem-

atite is commonly met with. Glauconite, generally altered, 

is very occasionally met with. Red and purple limesones 

contain chiefly haematite and limonite, pyrite and organic 

matter being very rare, and glauconite completely absent. 

Haematite and limonite often occur in the same manner 

as does pyrite in the grey limestones, and in a few grey 

rocks which are veined by buff, pyrite occurs with orange 

altera4on rims of limonite. It would appeai that the 

colour range from grey or black through to red or purple 

represents a progressive diagenetic oxidation sequence, 

glauconite, pyrite and finally carbonaceous matter being 

replaced by limonite and then haema ilte. Probably most of 

the limestones were originally of the grey typo and 

contained pyrite and carbonaceous material, and occasionally 

glauconite. 

Much work on glauconite genesis has produced diverse 

and apparently irreconcilable information regarding the 

depth and dgree of turbulence of the water, parent materiais, 

physico-chemical conditions, etc.(Burst, 1956). 	.idely 

different origins have been auoted - alteraion of volcanic 

glass, feldspars, micas, jyroxenee, opline silica, faecl 

pellets, etc., and the filling In of cavities in fossils, 

e.. foraminifer tests, sponge spicule canals, and the 
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ctereoplaemic reticulum of echinoderm ossicles (Takahashi, 

1939). The frequent occurrence of glauconite with iron 

sulphides has eupporte(1 the view that it is indicative of 

a reducing environment; on the other hand It Is suggested 

that glauconite formation is favoured in shallow or agitated 

water mder conditions of limited dejositin or even non-

deposition (Haddlng, 1932; Deer, Howie & Zuesman, 1961), 

views suported by the observations of Emery (1960) on 

present day glauconite formation. Howver both theories 

are reconcilable if the views of hurst (1958) and. Hower (1961) 

are taken. Decaying tissue and faeces create reducing 

microenvironments sufficient to counteract locally the overall 

oxidising effect of the sea; degraded phyllosllica tee present 

then act as nucleation centres o which iron and jotassium 

ions migrate from the sea water. 

According to Cloud (1955) glauconite forms at present 

under the following condlti:ns. It Is emfined generally 

to continental shelf areas between latitudes 800  N and 650 

S where sedimentation Is alight and salinity normal, favour-

able localities being more elevated portions of the sea 

floor off the coasts of crystalline land areas lacking major 

rivers. Although the bottom waers contain free oxygen, 

the sediment must contain decaying organic matc:iai wiih at 

least local reducing conditions, and be favourable to 

sediment eaters with low oxygen requirements. The depth 

of formation Is generally moderate to shallow, the ujer 
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part of the 10 to 400 fathom interval being most favourable; 

though the temperature range is broad, markedly warm waters 

are unfavourable, so that in tropical waters, glauconite 

occurs always below 30 fathoms, and generally below 130 fathoms. 

According to Krumbein & Garrels (1952) p;irite and oranic 

matr are very rare in rocks formed under normal marine open-

circuic A n c'ndi Lione, unless the;: are poe L-depositiorwl. 

ormai marine 1-11cn0itions are coefined by their reasoning to 

conditions in the water above the depositional interface 

(anerjee, 1959); conditions immediately below the sedirient 

surface, of L rofound bearing on the final character of the 

sediment, are diagenetic even although they are intimately 

connected with the conditions above and might be exposed io 

them at any tl-ie by biological or hydraulic action. 

Crinoidal limestones are not commonly pyritic in the 

opinion of Dapples, Krumbeiri and Sloss (1950). 	This 

statement is quite wrong as far as the material encontered 

in this study is concerned; specimens frequently contained 

pyrite and carbonaceous matter, and it is probable that many 

in which p rite does not occur did at one time contain it 

(see p  21). Rubey (1930) justifies the presence of pyrite 

and organic material in a limestone, admitted as "normal 

marine" by virtue of the occurrence of forarnithfers, as due 

to very rapid sedimentation which entombed organic debris 

and so set up reducing conditions; rapid deposition Is not 
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necessary, howev'r, as in the case of glauconite (see p. 22) 

which, in the sediments here considered, is invariably 

accompanied by pyrite and carbonaceous material. 

Recent sulphide formation, which is due to bacterial 

activity and causes the black layer usually found within 30 

cm. of the depositional interface of many marine sediments, 

occurs when the circulation of air and water wit1hin the 

sediment Is diminished (3ruce, 1928). This may be due to 

fineness of grade or obstruction of marine circulation by 

geological, biological or man-made feaures, but in all cases 

there must be an accumulation of organic debris, generally 

algal in na ture • 	The blackest of shore sands examined b,,,- 

Bruce 

g

Bruce contained some free oxygen, and had fnac Inc uding 

annelids, crustaceans and echinoderms 	The significance of 

pyrite and organic content will be considered again (. 39). 

Crinoid Ossicles ac Rock Components 

In this and subsequent sections, the petrographic 

nomenclatures of Folk (1962) and Dunham (1932) will be used 

frequently since they are both precise and concise. 

In Folk's classification, a limestone may be defined 

in terms of allochems or discrete carbonate aggregates, 

micrite or microcrystalline carbonate matrix originating as 

a mud or ooze, and spprry calcite which is a chemically 

precipitated post-deocitIonal cement. Allochems may be 
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of four types: fossils or fossil fragments, ooliths, pellets 

(possibly of faecal origin) and intraclsts which are 

penecontemporaneously reworked particles of unconsolidated 

limestone. Depending upon the ratio of allochems to mud 

matrix or calcite cement, limestones may be defined is 

biomicrites, biospar1es, intramicrites, oospsrites, OO.L Cl 

micritea,V 11 

Although the difference between alloohems and matrix 

would appear to be obvious, much confusion has arisn. As 

pointed out by Ham & Pray (1962) it is difficult to determine 

the origin of th iicrocrystalline matrix; It mey be released 

on the decay of soft-bodiLDd calcareous algae, it may be a 

chemical precipitate, or it may result from the comminution 

of coarser material by wave action or by sediment eaters. 

Supposing It to be derived from this last source, there would 

be a stage in the disintegration of skeletal debris beyond 

hich it could be no longer identified as such (Feray, Heuer 

& Hewatt, 1962). The maximum diameter of micrite, though 

placed at 0.004 mm. by Folk (1959) has since been taken as 

0.02 mm. (Dunham, 1962), 0.03 mm. (Leighton & Pendexter, 1962) 

and 0.06 mm. (Powers, 196:; Feray, Heuer & Hewatt, 1962; 

Nelson, Brown & Brineman, 1962). The only reasoned value 

is that of Feray et al., so micrite is defined for the puri.oses 

of this work as non-recognisable carbonate material of less 

than 0.06 mm. dlamettr; much micrite Is In fact con:iderably 

finer. Frequently, micrite recrystallisea to give anhedral 



Table 4. 	Grain bulks (determined by counting about 
2,000 points in thin section or acetate 
peel) of natural an artificial grain-
supported structures of crinoid ossicles, 
SecImens 1 (1), 1 (ii) and 2 (i) contein 
fragments of reworked sediment as well, 
this being included In the grain bulk 
ercentage. 



59.0 % 

vy1.J,z c; I   

60.2 % 

Grain 
Bulk %. 

Locality and. Description 

le Limestones 

1. Sheldon, Derbyshire. 	Unsorted 
biointrasari to, 

Eldon Hill quarry, Derbyshire. 
Unsorted biolntras1arite. 

Shepton Mallet, Somerset. 	Rounded 
biosparite. 

2. Loose ossicles embedded in resin 

a. Fossil 
1. Latbalmond, Fife. 	 Unsorted 

biointrasparite. 

Dunbar, East Lothian. 	Sorted 

Roscobie, Fife. 

b. Recent 
1. Antedon bifid.a 

it 	it 

Pentacrinus sp. 
Gen. ?  

biosparite. 
Sorted biosparite. 

I - 1/2 mm. diem. 
Sorted biosparite. 

1/2 - 1/4 mm. diem. 
Sorted biosparite. 

1/4 - 1/8 mm. diem. 
Sorted. biosparite. 

1/8 - 1/16 mm. diem. 
Sorted biosparite. 
2 - 1/16 mm. diem. 

Unsorted biosparite. 
Unsorted biosparite. 
Sorted biosparite. 

61.4 

66.6 % 

70.9 % 

47.5 

50.3 % 

49.1 % 

49.5 % 

53.5 2: 

43.5 2: 
49.5 2: 
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cloudy crystals with irregular interlocking boundaries, easily 

distinguished from sparry calcite cement; though grviin diameter 

lies generally between 0.1 and 0.01 mm., examples of 

reorystallised ca.cite reaching 0.05 nun. diameter iave been 

encountered. 

Dunham's classification depends on whether sediments are 

grain-supported, when allochems are In contact with one another, 

or mud-supported when they float out of contact with one 

unøthcr in a micrite matrix. Clean-washed grain-supported 

sediments are termed grainstones, and muddy grain-supported 

sedi'nente p cketones. 	ihen mud-suported, they are called 

wackestones if a.1ochems account for more than ten per cent 

of the total volume; otherwise tey are known as mudstones. 

Dunham's two other textural classes are not relevant to the 

present study. 

The distinction between grain- and mud-su.ported 

sediments being important, ;art of the experiments of Dunham 

(1962) were repeated as part of this piece of research, 

varios cleanwashed crtnoidal limestones, fossil and 

recent crinoid ossiclee being used; results are recorded 

in Table 4. This distinctin was:recognised earlier by 

Moore (1957) although he failed to grasp its full significance. 

Though the idea of grain bulk - j.. the ratio of 

allooherna (including the ores or voids often found In 

fossils) to matrix or cement - determined by point-count 
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Plate 2. 

Grain-supported structures of crinoid ossicles embedded in resin. 

Grain bulk 66%. Charlestown Main Limestone, Lower Lime- 
stone Group, Roscobie, Fife. 	X 6. 

Grain bulk 61%. Charlestown Main Limestone, Lower Lime-
stone Group, Lathalmond, Fife. X 18. 

Grain bulk 44. ientacrinus sp. (Recent), north coast 
of Santo Domino, 200 fm. x 7. 

Acetate Peels. 
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Plate 3. 

Over-close packing of crinoid osuicles shown by stylolitic 
boundaries. Charlestown Win Limestone, Lower Limestone 
Group, Roscobie, Fife. 	x 20. 

Stylolites (A) over crinoid ossicles due to leaching of 
lime mud. North Grens Limestone, lower Limestone Group, 
Cousland, Midlothian. 	x $0. 
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analysis in thin section is attractive in theory as an energy 

level index, practiai ap;.lication is difficult. 	Because 

carbonate rocks are ,articularly susceitible to diagenetic 

change, sediments deposited as wackestones may, due to 

compaction, recrystallisation, or partial leaching of inter-

stitial carbonate mud, apesr as packstonec. 

Synthetic crinoidal grainstones, made by embedding 

recent and fossil crinoid ossicles in a resin matrix, and 

natural crinoidal grainstones (Plates 2, 11) were found to 

have grain buLts lying over a range of 30 (43 to 71H), 

although the average value of 56 lies close to tht of 

50 for grainstones In general suggested Independently by 

Wolf (1960), Leighton & Pendexter (1962) and Polk (1962). 

Thus, though biosparites are o'v1ously grain-supportcd, It 

is difficult to say whether a crinoidal biomicrite is either 

a wacketone or a packatone. High grain bulks may be 

accounted for by over-close packing in some limes tones, 

indicated by riicrostylolitic sutures between allochens 

(Plate 3a), but generally this is not the explanation. 

Though sorting plays a minor part in determining grain bulk, 

the çrincipal factor is probably shape, and for objects 

such as crinoid, ossicles this is virtually impossible to 

determine In thin sction, only a certain proorion of 

crinoid ossicles being simple discs or cylinders 	Much 

more work is therefore necessary before grain bulk can be 

considered reliable in indicating depositional energy levels 

in crinoidal limestones. 
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Petrographic Classification as applied to Palaeoecology 

The classification adopted here is primarily textural, 

but since texture is greatly influenced by dej.ositional 

environment, genetic implications can not be excluded. 

Secondary textural features such as dolomitiation, recryst-

alilsation or stylo]itisation are considered only where tbre 

Is a risk of their being confused 711th primary features, since 

this work is by definition an essay in the reconstruct,ion of 

depositiona]. environment. Textural features are subsequently 

considered from a genetic and palseoecologtcal aspect. 

Approximate .y eighty specimens of crinol.dal sediments 

were examined In the laboratory; with one exception they were 

of Lower Carboniferous age, mostly belonging to the Carbon- 

iferous Limestone. 	In Scotland, exposures in Fife, the Lothians, 

?eeblesshire, Bute and Kirkcudbrightshire, and In England in 

Cumberland, ?lestmor land, Yorkshire and Derbyshire were 

vicited, representative samples being made at most; in 

addition a few specimens were obtained from private collect- 

ions. On each specimen a smooth varnished surface was first 

prepared; after preliminary examination by binocular micro- 

scope, a nuzner of thin sections and cellulose acetate peels 

were prepared from suitable specimens. For etching prior 

to making an acetate peel, immersion in 2O. acetic acid 

(Lees, 1958) for two to three minutes was satisfactory; the 

rinsed, dried specimen was then drenched in acetone, pressed 

firmly on cellulose acetate sheet for a few seconds and left 
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to dry for a minute. 

crinoidal limestones sensu lato have been divided into 

three zrops, crLoith:l midstoues, muddy crinoidul limeones 

and spirry crinibl ii :eson;3. 	The boundry etwe.n tie 

first two is fixed at 401;,.allochem  content, 40 being 

approximately the lowest allochem content recorded in a 

grain-s.ipported structure of crinoid ossicles. 

Crinoidal mudetones are defined as biomicrites with 

less than 40 allochems, and are mud-eupjorted sediments. 

They include the micrites, dismicrites and most of the sparse 

biomicrites of Fo1 (19d2), most of the semicrinoidal lime-

stones of Moore (1957), the mudstones and wackestones of 

Dunham (1962) 0  and some of the coina-lu&itee, shelly 

calcit: mudeonee and shelly calcite siltetones of enerjee 

(1959). 

Defined as biomicrites containing more than 40 allo-

clieme, the muddy crinoidal 1imesones include all rain-

suorted sediments with muddy matrices, as well as a few 

indeterminable mud-supported sediments. This category 

includes the packed biomicrites and a few of the sparse 

biomicrites of Folk, the crinoidal limestones with interstitial 

fine-grained sediment and a few of the semicrinoidal lime-

stones of Moore, the packatones and a few of the wackestones 

of Dunham, and the remainder of the coquina-lutites, shelly 

calcite muds tones, and shelly calcite siltstones of Banerjee. 
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Sparry crinoidal limestones are synonymous with biosar1tes 

and are grain-su orted; small amounts of interstitial mud 

may occur, but aparry calcite is an essential com.onen. 

This category includes the poorly-washed, unsorted, sort:d 

and rounded biosparitee of Folk, the crinoidal limestones 

with interstitial crystalline calcite of Moore, the grain-

stones of Dunham, and the biocla:tic and crinoidal calcaren-

itee of ksnerjee. 

Crinoid.e 1 Muds tones 

In these rocks, allochems account for not more than 

401,1,",,  of the total volume as measured by point-count, analyses 

of thin sections or acetate peels, are almost exc1.us1v:ly 

fossil fragments - chiefly crinoid oseic].es - and appear to 

"float" in a mud matrix out of contact with one another. 

Colour in crinoidal mudatones is pronounc, the blacks, 

dark greys, reds and vivid buffs which are common reflecting 

the high concentration of accessory minerals, a feature of 

this group, and whose nsture, mode of occurrence and signif- 

icance have been discussed above (i..  20). 	''Jhen dark colour 

is not due to pyrite or carbonac;ous matter, clay Is generally 

abundant. In thin sections it imparts a brown or yellow tint 

to micrite. 	Its occurrence Indicates merely that there was 

a supply of fine-grained terrigenous detritus and that 

between the depositional environment of an argillaceous 

crinoidal muds tone and land there exis.ed an area with currents 



Plate 4. 

Fossil-poor lamina between foaeil-rich laminae. 
North Grns Limestone, Lower L1estone Group, 
Cousland, Midlothian. x 22. 

Alterniting bands (A) of dark (impure) and light 
(pure) micrite. North Greens Limestone, Lower 
Limestone Group, Cousland, Mic3Joth:Lan. 	x 34. 
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competent to transport this form of terrigenous detrit a; one 

cannot assume the proximity or distance oi land masses,  nor 

as do Plumley, Risley, Graves and Kaley (1962) that 

argillaceous lime mud characterises a lower energy level 

than pure lime mud. 

Since over 6O of a crtnoidal mudatone oby be calcareous 

Mud, much of this is probably a precipitate (whether biochem-

ical or purely chemical is unknown) indicating formation under 

warm conditions, between 280 and 330  C. (Stauffer, 1962). 

Such tempraures occur only in low ltitudes in waters not 

exceeding 50 metres depth (Luenen, 1950) at the present day, 

but the temperature gradient from the equator to the poles 

or from sea level to the ocean depths may not always have 

been constant. 	On the greater jvrt of the 3harna ank 

precipitation occurs at depths between six and ten metres, 

but precipitates could have sunk some distance or have ecen 

transported by currents to deeper waters before deposition. 

At the site of deposition, at any rate, current velocities 

could not have exceeded a few centimetres per second. 

Though more frequently devoid of fabric, crinoidal mud-

stones may be laminated and exhibit planar orientation of 

allocherns. Ranging in thickness from a few microns to over 

a millimetre, laminae represent concentrations of clay, 

pyrite or organic matter, and alternate with similar layers 

of purer calcite mud (Plate 4). 	In thin section the finer 

lamináe are distinguishable from microatylolites caused by 
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PThte 5. 

Matrix lamination with par11el orieftii ion of foaBil 
fragments. Petershill Limestone, Lower Limestone 
Group, Wairdlaw, Torphichen, West Lothian. x 7. 

Alternation of richly-fossiliferous and sprseiy-
fossiliferous lay7~rc, in crinoidal mudetone. Arbigland 
Group, Lower Carboniferous System, Lirkbean, lircud-
brights hire. Hand specimen, polished surface, x 
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the leaching of carbonate from the mud (Plate 3b); the latter 

are sharper, darker and not constent in their direction, 

tending to occur over fossil fragments which have resisted 

compaction. Lamination is often accompanied by a parallel 

orientation of fossil fragments (Plate 5a). Besides being 

oriented, fossil fragments may be coneentra Led into layers 

ranging from 1 mm. to several centimetres thick (Plate 5b) 

both phenomena may occur however without matrix lamination. 

Lack of fabric is generally attributed to scavenging 

(Twenhofel & Broughton, 1939; Twenhofel & MeKelvie, 1939; 

Moore, 1957); its presence may be variously interpreted. 

Plumley at a1. (1962) attribute la'ers of mud alternating 

with coarser material - their Typo II limestones - to 

alternation of quiet and more agitated conditions. 	Such 

fossil-rich bands may reresent true lag-deposits as have 

been produced experimentally in this study (p. 18) but 

increased current activity could result equally in reduced 

deposition or n)n-deos1ion of mud, vAilh onJy the accumulation 

of skeletal debris. Preferred orientation of skelet;l debris 

in his coquina-lutites t es II and III is attributed by 

Bancrjee (1959) to absence of subsurface scavenging or 

burrowing, though scavenging befo burial is indicated by 

broken, disarticulated fragments. Though Dapples (1942) 

records the development of laminaion in burrowed near-shore 

sediments by virtue of rapid depositio, the degree of 

jreeervat1on of microfabrJC in these laminated sediments 

suggesLe the absence of a sediment-working benthos fauna. 



Plite 6. 

Algal cruuL in muddy crinoidal limestone. North Greens 
Lirnetone, Jower Limestone Group, Middleton, Midlothian. 
x 11. 

Asymetric algal incrustation on a crinoid coiurnnal, 
Carboniferus Limestone, Cowgill Quarry, Dent Station, 
Yorkshire. x 23. 
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Algal Incrustation on a shell fragment. Index Limestone, 
Upper Limestone Group, Ox Rocks, Prectonpans, East 
Lothian. x 13. Outline indicated by dotted line. 

Bituminous limestoe. 	Carboniferous Limestone, Star 
?ood Quarry, Asbover, Derbyshire. x 20. 
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The fossil fragments of crinoid.al  midsoxes are ty-pically 

unabraded and i;oorly sorted, pointing to minimal bottom traction 

and an Infaunal origin; invariable disarticulatlon and frecinent 

breaking suggest scavenging. Though fish may have been active 

in this role there are no positive indicsiionS; euggestiors 

(e.g. by Laud.on, 1957) that fish ate erinoid heads or that 

crinoid heads broke loose and floated away are dismissed 

emphatically. Admittedly celyx and arm ossiclee are seldom 

evident in hand specimens, but they are frequently met 'rith 

in.thin sections; the great preponderance of stem ossicles 

erhaps explains such fantastic reasons. 

Because of the buffering action of varios ions the p11 

value of  sea water is generally b.;tween 8.0 and 8.4 (rumbein 

& Garrels, 1952), though most organisms can toleMte greater 

variations than obtain in nature, so the writer agrees with 

Stauffer (196) that p1 is not a critical ecological factor. 

Beneath the sediment surface sulphides form at various p11 

levels, but abundant carbonate would prevunt the value falling 

much below neutrality, pH 7.8; the data of Krumbein & aarrels 

(1952) would therefore imply a redox potential value of less 

than Eli - 0.25 within the sediment. 

In some specimens of crinoidal mudstones, small algal 

bodies up to 2 cm. diameter have been found. Accounting for 

up to 6 of the total rock volume, thay generally encrust 

other fossils such aa crino&I ossicles or shell fragments 

(Plates 6, 7a); they are of ton asymmetrical, encrusting one 
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side of a fossil only, and being in no sense transported 

nalgoolithst!. 	Recent calcareous algal masses contain chiefly 

blue-green algae but red and green algae, diatoms, desmids and 

fungi may be presenr. They indicate a maximum depth of ten 

metres (ClouiJ, 1942) but are limited to the deeper and relat- 

ively quiet waters (Johnsou, 1961). 	Some microlaminse (p. 51) 

may be organosedimentary structures, dark bands representing 

pyritisd or carbonised mats of flhimentous algae (Bradley, 

1929), or else ligher bands mats of carbonate-secreting algae. 

Some of the dark bands may he accumulations of drifted algal 

debris (Plate 7b); though not necessarily in situ it is 

probabi..: of local origin since soft organic matt.:r would 

either decompose or be eaten had it to travel far. The 

crinoidal iudstone shown in Plate 7b gave on analysis a fixed 

carbon percenta:e of 2.4% and a volatile carbon pLrcentage of 

3.61;"L,. 	Since at depthE. of 10 metres incident light energy is 

reduced to between 7% and 25 1jZ) of its surface value (Holmes, 

1957) and since algae flourish oni, where there is good 

oxygenation and Uttlo wave action, algae if in position 

would indicate shallow, calm, but not stagnant water; such 

conditions could obtain possibly in a back-ref lagoon or a 

partly land-locked inlet. 

Corals are singularly absent from the crinoidal mud-

stones. 'ith the exception of one occurrence of Lithostrotion 

the few corals encountered belonged to dill's (1941) Gyatha-

cOn'.zl fauna, viz. Zaphrentis and Allotropioph.yllUrfl, typical 

60fine-grained quiet-water sediments. 



Plate 8. 

Worm burrows in crinoidal mudstone, Carboniferous Limestone. 

Littondale, Derbyshire. 

Fords Quarry, Penrith, Oumbriand. 

Acetate Peels. 
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Bryozoa are frequent as fragments ranging from less tian 

1 mm. to several centimetres length. Because of their wide 

depth and temperature ranges (Moore 	1952; Jones, 1956; 

Osburn, 1957) little Information is to ae drived from their 

presence. 	Since they reouire a solid substrate ad avoid 

oozy )ottome, it Is concluded Aatp if infaunul, they represent 

an ejifauna on crinoids and algae. 

Thin sections and acetate peels occasionally exhibit 

"eyes" of crystalline calcite, which on varnished surfaces 

appe&r as sparry infillings of cyliniriesi holes extending 

through the mud (Plate 8). These are interpreted as worm 

hurro'.s and are distinguished from other syndepositional and 

post-deposItIonl disturbance cavities, r;cordod by Folk 

(1962), wch tend to be irreguhr or In the form of fissures 

Thin, smooth ostracod carspacos are comon, and foramin-

ifers widesied but rarely abundant. In fine-grained 

sediments, smooth thin-shelled ostracods may be interpreted 

as honthic or swimming forms (Moore, 1961); like the foramin-

ifera they mIgh have occupied both ecological niches. 

Oth:r echinoderms s.em to have played a very minor 

role in the bottom comminity. 	A few echinoid sines and 

only one holothurian ossicle were identified, blatoidS, 

starfish etc. being unrecorded. 

It is not easy to distinguish between pelecypods and 

brachiopods in thin section when recrystallisatiOn has 
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taken place. Although a few portions of procluctids occur, 

thin-shelled forms predominate. 	In the less fossiliferous 

sediments small thin-shelled gastropods, seldom exceeding 

1 cm. dismeter are found; presumably large heavy snails 

would have foundered in the soft oozy bottom. 

An almost identical fauna is recorded in crinoidal 

limestones described by Phernister et al. (1956). 

Muddy Crinoida]. Limestones 

This division emhrees most of the rocks loosely referred 

to as "crinoidal limestoi.es", and in Great ritiin is far more 

important than clean-washed crinoidal limestonc; it is defined 

by an allochem content of above 40% and includes all grain-

suLported biomicrites. There is no textural boundary between 

muddy crinoidal limestones and either crinoidal mudetones or 

sarry crinoidal limestones; rather is there a gradual traiis-

ition, members of one division often exhibiting characters of 

the adjacent division. 	Since muddy crinoidal limestones 

occur In close association with crinoidal muds•tones, frequently 

grading into them, grosser factors such as latitude, origin of 

materials etc. must have been similer. Muddy crinoidal lime-

stones are poor In fossil species though rich in individuals 

of a few species, fragments of bryozoa and productids being 

most commonly met. with. The remainder of the fauna Is similar 

;.o that of the crinoidal mudetones, algae being absent however, 

but is very much more sparse. Fossil fragments are usually 



Plate 9. 

Oriented crinoid stems. 	Charlestown Main Limestone, 
Lower Limestone Group, Roscobie, Fife. 	Hand specimen, 

2 
X • 





Plate 10. 

Geopet1 structures in sparry crinoldal liiestones. 

Floored cavity in crinoid stem. Carboniferous 
Limestone, Monyash, Derbyshire. x 5. 

Cavity beneath inverted crinoid brLlchial. 
Carboniferous Li nestone, Oheldon, Derbyshire. 
x8. 

C. Fine skeletal debris j.enetrating coarser grain-
suport.ed structure of crinoid ossicles, with 
L rocluction of floored cavities (A). 
Carboniferous Iiiiestoe, Monyash, Derbyshire. 
x 13. 

d. Floored spLce between adjacent crinoid ossieles. 
Charlestown Main limestone, Lower Limestone 
Group, Roscobie, Fife. 	x 41. 
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Plate 11. 

Sparry crinoidal limestones. 

Unsorted biointraspsrite. 	Carboniferous Limestone, 
Eldon Hill Quarry, Derbyshire. 	x 23. 

Rounded blointrasparite. 	Doulting Stone, Inferior 
Oolite Series, Shepton Mallet, Somerset. 	x 30. 
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local reducing conditions, the virtual asece of carboneous 

matter, glauconite or pyrite, or their alteration products, 

suggests that organic matter was oxidised during a long period 

between death and burial. Clay content is very low and is 

usually of Intraclastal ors- gin- 

Little can be said about the depositional environment of 

sparry crinoidal limeetones from dire t evidence, allocheme 

being transported. Because thej occur in intimate association 

with both muddy crinoithil limestones and crinoid.al  mudst.onea, 

sparry crinoidal liectones must have formed under sormwhat 

similar conditions. 

Like their terrigenous counteriurt$ the mature sandstones, 

clean-washed orinoidal limestones may be massive freestones or 

exhibit depositional structures based on vbriations in size 

and shape of ;rai:.s. 	Various degrees of washing, ;orting and 

rounding are encountered, Folk's (1962) poorly washed, w1sorted 

(plate la), sorted and rounded biosjerite (Plate lib) 

categories all being present; sediments range from those 

consisting wholly of intraclastal material to those made up 

solely of first generation fossil fragmets. 	Sorted, rounded 

and abraded skeletal debris indicates deposition in shallow 

turbulem water, particles being washed about for some time 

between death and burial. Cross-bedding, seour-&td-fill 

structures etc. (Shirley & Horefield, 1940, 1944; Laudon, 1957; 

Caldwell & Charlesvorth, 1962) point to powerful current action, 

perhaps tidal (Middleton, 1963) in places. 
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Besides crinoid os;:icles, fragments of brachiopod ond mollusc 

shells, bryozoans and corals are met with, and foraminifera occur. 

Rounded intraclasts of crinoidal, foraminiterai and bryozoan 

biomicrites are very frcauent, suggesting reworking of un-

consolidated lower-energy deposits; some crinoithil material 

may be of this origin as canals and storeoplasmic reticulum 

are frequently filled by argillaceous mattr. 

THE DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRON'NT OF CRINOIDAL LIMEST0LES 

Orinoids being indiscriminate and voracious filter-

feeders, the often dense crinoid colonies whici gave rise to 

crjnidal limestones must have flourished in wte a rich in 

fine suspended organic matter; since such material depends 

ultimately on microphytoplanktOfl, it must have originated 

near the surface in well oxygenated and illuminated waters 

with a plentif.i supply of carbon dioxide and essential ions 

such as hos•hate and nitrate. As many erinoidal sediments 

- the crinaidal mudatones - appear to be of very shallow, 

calm water origin , this food material would have been locally 

produced in many cases. Since calm wtcrs would tend to 

become depleted in oxygen by the activities of crinoids and 

other animals, algae, some of which are preserved, were 

probably abundant, rclac1ng excess carbon dioxide by oxy,efl, 

being responsible for the carbonaceous matter common in quiet-

water sediments, and perhaps contributing to the often 
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abundant carbonate ooze. 

The type of sediment occupied by both recent and fossil 

erinoids is various, ranging from pure clay to carbonate ooze, 

and from muds to rough irregular bottoms. The only sediment-

ological prerequisite is a low rate of deposition; al;hougA no 

figures have been quoted, deposition probably never exceeded 

a millimetre or two per annum. Waters would be fairly clear 

with little suspended inorganic matter. Abundant carbonate ooze 

precipitation being confined to tropical and subtropical seas 

at the present day, it is reasonable to assume that crinoidal 

limes tones formed under warm conditions. 

Present day stalled criuoid.e usually inhabit quiet waters 

but it is likely that this is connected with availability of 

food rather than with avoidance of turbulent conditions, some 

extinct crinoids occurring in high energy sediments and being 

adapted to rough water. tiostroma1 crinoidal limestones are 

to a lare extent products of quiet wtr, whether in shallow 

sheltered lagoons or in deeper open waters beneath the zone of 

wave action; even much of the material of turbulent-water 

crinoidal limestones appears to be reworked quiet-water 

sediment. Howev,  r there is no reason to doubt (though there 

is none directly to prove) that at least some of the crinoidal 

debris of bios..arites may be of rough-water origin. 	Crinoid- 

rich bands In some crinoidal mudstones ma;y represent temporary 

periods of Increased wave or current action, although they may 

be explained otherwise. 
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Crinoidal limestones are of two tThec, very shallow water 

deposits, and those formed in much deeper waters. Although 

fossil evidence would suggest a maximum depth of around ten 

metres for low-energy shallow water limestones, it is Impossible 

to state categorically that all crinoidal mudatones are of 

shallow water origin; however many of Indeterminable deth 

are lithologically identical to those in which critical fossils 

occur, so it is j.robablC that they formed under similar circum-

stances. Again, no direct evidence is forthcoming to prove 

that many muddy crinoidal limestones are of deeper origin than 

the crinoidal mudstones, but phenomena observed in them can 

best be explained by very gentle, very uniform current activity 

with no turb lence, conditions generally obtaining in deeper, 

open waters. However, many muddy crinoidal limes-tones have 

more In common with the crnoidal mudstones and are probably 

shallow lagoonal sediments. 

The present situation wherein stai:ed crinoids only occur 

below the edge of the continental sh if is at variance with 

the fossil record which shows them to have been Important 

members of shallow-water epicontinental faunas. This may be 

since present times are geologically abnormal, ice-age cond-

itions having removed large amounts of water to the polar ice 

caps, and extensive shelf-seas, with a few excptiOfl8, being 

absent. Alternatively, with the evolution of free-swimming 

crinoids and bony fish dunn;: .1esozoic times, the ford avail-

able to stalked crinoids would have been reduced, so that with 
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the exception of the areas of abnormally high plankton mortal-

ity quoted by Clark (1908 a & b) they may have been forced into 

the deeper parts of the oceans where the planton "rain" reaches 

a maximum density, in order to survive. 

Nothing can be stated about the synecological aspects of 

sparry crinoidal limestones, fossil debris being entirely 

derived, and sorted, high-energy, more coarsely-grained 

sediments not being ideal for the preservation of trace-

fossils. 

It might be expected that where one group of filter-

feeders, viz. crinoide, abound, other types voul be present 

to exploit the rich plan.--,ton fauna. 	In both the crinoidal 

rriudstone and muddy crinoidal limestone fades, bryozoa and 

brachiopods make up much of the remaining fauna. In the 

mudstones, the division between thick- and thin-shelled 

brachiopods is about equal, but in the slightly higher-energy 

muddy crinoidal limestones thick-shelled r'orms predominate 

although fossils of other ty kes apart from crinoids are much 

rarer. 	In the mudatones, foraminifera arid ostracoda, 

probably both swimming and bottom-dwelling forms, are import-

ant members of the faun, and would have fed on the abundant 

crinoid and algal debris. Other scavengers, such as sea-

urchins and and holothurians, are conepicuoJE3].Y rare, and 

fish are unrecorded. Worms were probabiy abundant in the 

mudotones, some trace-fossils being preserved. 
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The absence of matrix fabric in many Df the limestones 

is attributable to worm activity, as is the aosence of clast 

fabric in others, fossil fragments having been rotated in the 

sediment from their original stable 1.ositions y pushing and 

undermining. Other sediments would indicete that at any rate 

undersurfare scavenging was absent, ossicle orientation and 

concentrat,ion, and lamination, being preserved intact. 	It 

is likely that worms were very active in the muddy orinoidal 

limestone facies, since although large heavy crinoid fragments 

such as stem sections and calyces are often relatively undamaged, 

the rest of the debris, generally composd of arm, cirrus and 

pinu1e ossicles, is throughly disarLiculated and mixed. 
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unabraded, unsorted and often articulated; lengths of crinoid 

stem exceeding 10 cm. are comTon, being frequently oriented 

(Plate 9). 

In colour, muddy crinoidal limestones are generally 

intermediate between the other two divis:lons, a rneiium grey 

being typical. Pyrite and carbonaceous matter are common 

acceseori.es  and glaucanite is met with from time to time. 

Clay content is usually low. 

Matrix materiel is sometimes sparse, cavities in or 

between allochems being frequently free of sediment except 

for a geopeal "floor", the remainder being clear spurry calcite 

(Plate 1.0). 	en more abundant, matrix material may exh1bL 

the same faturee obtaining in that of crinoidal mudetones. 

Some rnudd, crinoidal limestones differ from crinoidal mudetiiies 

only in micrite content; they are probably of a very similar 

origin, the only difference being that mud was not sufficiently 

abundant during depositien, or that the crinoid population was 

denser then usual. 

However, many muddy crinoidal limeeton.es  a.pear to be the 

litt1e-disurbed remains of crinoids which grew and died in 

their i.:resent position. 	In the presence of a Liculated osaicles 

stem orientation sug.ests that current acioLI was slight but 

uniform, causing each crinoid to topple over in the same 

direction on death; the current riecessery o roll such stem 

portions over the exceedingly irreguler bottom of crioid 
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remains would be more than sufficient to ditticulite, wash, 

sort and abrad. the deposit. thoroughly. Thus the stem sections 

lie parallel to the current airectiol,v  and not normal to it. 

In such sediments, wiere micrite is ofte scirce, sediment-

floored caiLiec L.re conon, euggsting thvt finer material 

penetrated a previously existing open structure. 	Scarcity 

of mud may be due to an ab origin€ paucity although adjacent 

mud-rich sediments would not su.eet this; more prohubly it 

reflects current action, which, th:ugh sufficient to prevent 

the sett7lng of 	eru of d, ws sUght enough to let mud 

g1er in the lee of ossicles prior to percolating down into 

cari ties • 	This latter vericty of :ruddy crinoidal limestone 

could beet be quuted ith a deeper enironient, where tidal 

and storm ction wre unimport'nt, :;atcr eCti'ifl using due to 

gentle, unifoii cen ourrcnts. 

Sparry Crinidal .iicstoncs 

Cleat-washed crinoidil lieemcS comprise aI1octens 

c:rrsnted by poet-depoitio. .u.l Sperry cdeite neceusarily 

ra tn-supported, they may cont•..1fl in tieory from 4O to ?O 

allochenis but in prscice values' betWesT 	5% snd 60 	are ususi. 

Lime mud if prese .t 	is onI 	in miner amounts. 

Unlike other crinOidal sediments sparr:/ crineidtd lime-

stones tire getere11y 'rhie, pale grey, or buff, being poor in 

accessory rnjnersis. Accessolts being dependent on Lit least 
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